From any library page, click on E-Journal Finder in the sidebar.

You will be brought to the E-Journals page.
Type in the journal title here.

Select option on how you would like to search the journals. You have the option to search “begins with,” “contains,” or “equals.”
If you choose to search with “begins with” you must use either:

The exact first words of the journal title ---

“Journal of Manipulative” is GOOD.
“Journal Manipulative” without the ‘of’ is BAD.

Or

The standard journal abbreviation, often used in PubMed.
“JMPT” would work.
“JoMaPT”, which we just made up, would not.
Searching for *Journal of Manipulative or Physiological Therapeutics* using Journal Finder

If you choose to search using “contains,” you must either:

Search using words that are found next to one another the journal title “Manipulative and Physiological”

Or

Use the standard abbreviation found in PubMed. “JMPT”

You cannot skip words so if you leave the “and” out and only search “manipulative physiological” you won’t get any results.
Searching for *Journal of Manipulative or Physiological Therapeutics* using Journal Finder

If you opt to search using “equals” you must use the **exact journal title**. No skipping words and no standard abbreviations.

For all searches, **spelling is critical**! Misspellings or even “Americanized” spellings of foreign journals will result in Journal Finder being unable to find them.

If you think a journal should be retrievable by an alternative abbreviation or spelling, please contact the library and library@nwhealth.edu and it may be added.
You can search alphabetically by clicking on the first letter of the journal title, then narrowing it to the first two letters...etc.

Or you can access “Advanced Search” by clicking on the “Journal Finder” link.
Advanced Search

Search by title, ISSN and even subject on the Advanced Search Page.

Scroll down to the bottom of the page and you can also search for specific articles.